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The decomposition method (Adomian, “Nonlinear Stochastic Operator 
Equations,” Academic Press, New York, in press; “Stochastic Systems,” Academic 
Press, New York, 1983) is shown to be applicable to integro-differential operator 
equations. r> 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
This paper develops further the suggested applicability of the decom- 
position method to equations involving integral operators as well as those 
involving differential and partial differential operators [ 1, 21. The referen- 
ced work has dealt with generic modeling in the standard form Fy = x(t, co) 
or, in the deterministic ase which we discuss here, Fy = x(t), where Fy = 
Ly + &+ Ny with L = d”/dt”, R the remainder of the linear part of the 
general differential operator, and Ny a nonlinear term for which the first 
author’s A, polynomials are generated. It has been emphasized that the 
operator equations considered need not be limited to differential equations; 
they can include partial differential equations, algebraic equations, or 
integral equations. 
Consistive with notation of [ 1 ] we define the operator I,, to mean n-fold 
definite integrations over t from 0 to t, L, = d”/dt”, and consider linear or 
nonlinear equations involving both operators. For example, 
Ly + zy = x(t) 
where we have not specified subscripts or the order of the operators, should 
be solvable. Thus 
y’+ ‘y(t) dt=x(t) 
5 
y(O) specified 
0 
corresponds to 
L,y+I,y=x 
and by the methods referenced using L,-’ = I,, 
I’= y(O)+Z,x-z,y 
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or 
,,g,, ?‘,, = .1’u - 12 i .1‘,1 
,I 0 
.I’0 = Y(O) + 1, .r(t) 
? ,I + I = -I,>‘,, 
for n > 0 now provides all components of :. Since almost any reasonable 
nonlinear function can be dealt with as in [ 11, we consider nonlinear 
equations such as 
d’uldt= + (duldt) ?” u dt = 0 
0 
@)=c,, u’(0) = (‘2 
which can be written [ 1 ] as 
u” + U’Z, u = 0 
or 
L,u+(L,u)(Z,u)=O. 
Solving for L,u (see [l, 21) 
L,u= -(L,u)(Z,u) 
,!,, u,, = c,+c,t-LL,’ f A, 
n=O 
where the A,, are the Adomian polynomials [ 1,2] evaluated for this par- 
ticular product nonlinearity L, ul, u. These are 
A, = Lu,Zu, 
A, = LUJU, + Lu,Zu, 
A, = Lu,Zu, + Lu,Zuu, + Lu,Zu, 
where we have written L for L, and Z for I,. Now 
ug=c, +c,t 
u1 = -Z,(Lu,)(Zu,) = - Iof dt Iof dt u&Zu, 
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and, since ub = c2 and Iu, = c, t + c2 t2/2!, 
24, = -c,c,(t3/3! + f/4!) 
so that u=(c,+c,t)-cc,c,(t3/3!+t4/4!)+.... 
Equations involving differential operators of order m, and integral 
operators of order m, even with terms involving functions of ZU are 
similarly dealt with using the methods referenced. 
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